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nection we might say that the factor of relative

cost very often places the designing engineer in

a ticklish situation. On the other hand he is re-

quired to keep the financial layout at a minimum
ours the prime consideration is the dollar and the

sake of his own reputation, to secure a maximum
of strength and safety in the project at hand.

The simultaneous attainment of tl>cse ends is not

the easiest thing in the world yet it is part of

the engineer's work and his skill is judged ac-

cording to the degree of accomplishment of these

ends. It is necessary then that he be an expert

economist as well as a practical scientist, for ef-

ficiency in construction is the proper combina-

tion of economy and science.

The cultural aspect of the engineering profes-

sion is worthy of some notice, inasmuch as the

natural trend of the popular concept of the en-

gineer relegates him to the ranks of the medi-

ocre. But who is a judge of culture and what
are the standards.^ It is not for anyone to ven-

ture an opinion in such a delicate matter, least

of all, one outside of the profession. The engi-

neer's work naturally throws him into contact

with humanity in its worst and best forms but

this contact rather broadens his mind than soils

his personality. Perhaps in such circles and in-

stitutions the best of English is not spoken; per-

haps also in such circumstances men may happen

to express themselves in terms more forcible

than is ordinarily the custom. But surely ir-

relevant facts as these should not be seized upon

as an excuse to condemn the members of the pro-

fession. Men are subject to their own peculiar-

ities and engineers are not different from other

classes of men. Though their education along

cultural lines is not as extensive as that of other

professional men this deficiency is usually reme-

died when the individual appreciates for himself

the value of such education. It is not possible to

do two things at once and do them well. The
engineer as a student must of necessity centre his

attention on the technique of his profession. This

usually is sufficient to claim a considerable

amount of his time to the exclusion of other

helpful education. Developments in years to

come perhaps may remedy this apparent disad-

vantage in the training of an engineer.

An engineer's position in the matter of clear

conveyance of information is unique. Often

times the subject matter is extremely technical

and for various rea:ons it is essential that the

matter is presented to those for whom it is in-

tended in non-technical language. Such a task

as. this can only be accomplished successfully

by a master of language. A concrete case may
be presented wliere it is the business of an en-

gineer to convince a group of capitalists that a

certain project is feasible and financially pro-

fitable. It is evident that a man in this position

must not only have a win,riing personality but

also a command of language beyond the ordinary.

He may know wliat he wants to say, he may un-

derstand the technical details of the situation, but

if he is unable to present the matter in an intelli-

gible and forcible manner his purpose is un-

achieved. His position differs from that of men
in other professions since it is usually sufficient

for them to use only the language peculiar to

their work.

In general the engineer must possess that which

we might call a gift or talent^the power to read-

ily size up a stiuation and formulate a mode of

handling the same; to distinguish between the

important and the unimpoitant and eliminate

such items as will not materially affect his plans.

We call it a gift but it is a gift which must be

^
developed by actual experience. It presupposes

a certain knowledge of technical things which

an engineer must necessarily possess.

We wish then to contradict the popular im^

pression of the engineer. He is deserving of

much more notice than has been accorded by a

unknowing and unappreciative public, who mar-

vel at his gigantic structures but give no thought

to the mind that conceived and designed them.

His calling is a noble oie. It is his to harness

the forces of nature and set them working for

the benefit of humanity. The achievement of

tliis requires a knowledge of which is acquired

not by inactivity but by energetic and skilfuU

inquiry. Though his professional interest is cen-

tered on inanimate objects he is very human and

stands as per his own merit on an equal footing

witJi men of any and all professions.

THE "IRISH FREE STATE"

OUT of the vale of tears and sorrows that have If tlie furrows of agonized anxiety and care

long hung like a pall over the Emerald Isle are erased from the seamed faces of Ireland's

emerges tlie sun radiant, triumphant, free, great patriots and heroic people who will deny

the "Irish Free State." tliat they have warranty for their feelings?


